ELECTION 2024

Biden, Trump looking to Nov.

As 2 candidates take on role of nominee, Haley vows to fight

By Steve Peoples
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Nearly 400,000 votes have been cast in House races in Republican primaries over the span of eight days. But both Donald Trump and President Joe Biden are behaving like their partisan nominees always did.

Trump’s double-digit victory Tuesday in independent-minded New Hampshire is a more vulnerable than perhaps anywhere else, with a statistical tipping point for both Democrats and Republicans.

“Is now clear that Donald Trump will be the Republican nominee. And my message to the country the video could not be clearer,” Biden said in a New Hampshire victory speech. “And this man will win the Feb. 9 primary, the New Hampshire primary. And tomorrow we will take New Hampshire. It’s a good start to the process. Our plans are moving quickly, and we will win. It will be a tough, fierce competition.”

Biden on Monday said the Johnson administration had not told the state “where they would like us to put our resources” to build new shelters, “so we can’t help if they don’t identify those locations.”

“Instead, he pivoted to place the onus on the state to construct more migrant shelters and push for the state to construct more migrant shelters.”

Mayor Brandon Johnson during a news conference on Wednesday. The mayor’s office released a statement saying the state of Illinois has not committed to building a new shelter in Chicago. The statement said the mayor is working with the state to ensure that any new shelters built are located outside Chicago, sometimes with specific building requirements.
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New to Chicago, migrant family left in mourning after their 18-month-old baby is killed in car crash

By Nell Salzman
Chicago Tribune

At a tiny home in Chicago Lawn, an angry baby chases small rectangular laminated Plastic panties and ornaments are still hung around the living room from the family’s first Christmas in the United States.

The family of four — migrants from Venezuela — were coming home from an appointment. In the car, the baby’s mother was sitting in the front passenger seat. The baby, who died after a car accident on Saturday, was sitting in the back. The mother, who was driving, was hospitalized with serious injuries. She is in critical condition.
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